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We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
T.S. Elliot, “Little Gidding” from Four Quartets
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Flight
Jenna Mosier
a hundred things could be said
about the butterfly pin
you kept on your nightstand.
the antennae that curled from its
silver head looked as
fragile as they would on a living butterfly,
riding hot drafts of air into the
clouded sky. But maybe because it
was fragile.
You had what seemed like a hundred,
pinned to your wall like medals, next to
a faded, empty picture frame
and an old guitar with only two strings left.
They would glisten, iridescent in the
sun that streamed through the dusty blinds, brilliant.
But only one sat on your nightstand. Its
ruby wings were spread wide,
less fragile than their living counterpart.
I held it once, after I had tiptoed through
the plush, orange carpet and carefully
thrown not one, but two
stealthy glances over my shoulder.
I felt like a thief, but I knew I wasn’t taking it.
I only wanted to feel it; to see if I could
somehow feel what made this ruby butterfly so
different than those that flew across your bedroom wall.
but it felt no different than the others. It was
cool against my fingertips, untouched by the sun.
untouched for years, it seemed. It quietly unbalanced the
nightstand, a ruby stain on one side of the bed,
a cool emptiness on the other.
maybe it was left, unpinned, in case it decided
late into the blackness of night
that it would fly, past its hanging brothers and
away from the quiet stillness of the house,
into the air that smelled like dead leaves and
escape the same, dusted walls that I
so longed to leave.
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Ode to Pablo Naruda
Dooress Anderson
If given time I could traverse the lands, and gather enough shadows to fill
your ink well.
I’d watch you write the petals of flowers as they fell, then allow you to
rummage through all the drawers and pigeon holes in my head. You
could roam over the pit of my mouth, and insert your memories.
We would time travel, before my government could erase you off the
blackboard.
Your thoughts, your lines forever uncoupled, wasted.
With you I wish to brood over water droplets, savoring the difference
between rain and tears. Your work says none at all.
Sitting in your eye sockets I would explore the erotic pulse of poetry.
Swim in its passionate sweat, and drink its juices as we gaze at the body
of woman, raw.
In ashes, and the brim of your hat you clothe her.
Your language the language of water—fluid: eloquent enough to cleanse,
and potent enough to drown.
Stanzas flow from your hands like sangria, the wisdom of the vast eternal.
I found your book of promises among a million, and in the full light of
day, we walk in the shade. My eyes burn with the smell of incense, and
spiced street candy. I dance among your personas.
I gather silence to begin to hear your genius. Orchids bloom in the
periods of your sentences. Neruda: sensual, rustic, exposed and yet
secret. When I finish I’ve just started, and once I’m back I’m gone once
more. If I live twice I shall still only know you far enough for once.
As to explore you, is to be talking geography.
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STEM
Katelyn Vance
I wish I bled messy, black ink
To spill on your computer-coded fingers,
To blot out your terabyte blue eyes
From looking down at me.
I don’t know differential calculus
And your ribs are engraved with unknowable equations
That I can’t solve, though I hear them
Whispering to your heart in quiet mornings.
Beryllium, Lithium, Nitrogen, and Carbon
Spill out of you like names of lost lovers
But they never sound so entrancing
On my own poetry-stained lips.
So while you chant them like worship
I’ll be searching for divinity in those no-good words:
Incendiary, Ventricles, Dresden, Ancillary,
Falling from my mouth easier than your name ever could.
The deepness in your voice echoes outer space
Both vast and complicated
Cold and distant
Deep and so, so far away.
I can’t touch you.
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A Communication on Behavioral Investigations of
the Common Grocery Buggy
Tom Manuel
Foreword: The average American comes into contact with the standard
grocery buggy once a week; however, little remains known about these
creatures. In this study, a buggy was removed from its natural habitat
and brought to a testing facility designed to investigate buggy behaviors
in a controlled environment.* This communication serves to briefly
describe progress made through the first week of experiments as well as
invoke a call to further research into these ubiquitous, yet overlooked
creatures. A better understanding of the behavioral aspects of the buggy
will be key in moving forward with human-buggy interactions (HBI).
*No buggies were harmed in this investigation.
Buggy Harvest: The buggy selected for this study was of the Walmart
lineage and was harvested from an apparently healthy population
of buggies in Starkville, Mississippi. The buggy was screened for
abnormalities by implanting a standard shopping experience test
(results: pass; r = .02). Transportation to the testing facility was
implemented via truck bed. Concern was raised over potential trauma
during the transportation phase; however, no signs of abnormalities such
as stuck tires or rattling baby baskets were detected post-transit. In fact,
quite the opposite proved true. Upon arrival at the facility, the buggy was
placed unrestrained on the parking lot surface. Almost immediately the
buggy began an accelerating escape attempt which ended cataclysmically
in a crash into a wooden fence. We bring this event to focus primarily to
advocate restraint implementations in open, low friction environments.
Testing Design:
Acclimation: The first week of testing was designed primarily to acclimate
the buggy to the testing environment. Events went smoothly. The buggy
showed a great preference for the indoors, lying totally still for days at a
time on its side and showing no signs of hunger, thirst, or sexual desire.
Marking signs of complacency and comfort, the buggy was determined
fully settled at day 5.
Future Tests: A primary concern of this communication is to create
a space for collaboration on experiment design in this previously
unexplored area. The following experiments are proposed areas of
investigation. We look forward to feedback from peers:
Awareness: A common indicator of intelligence is the ratio of brain
mass to body mass. Since the buggy has no brain, we propose a series of
awareness tests to gauge intelligence: observe behavior with and without
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the presence of a mirror; observe response to images of buggies; observe
response to buggy calls (squeaks but also common sounds like “Martha
to aisle five, Martha to aisle five”).
Mating Tendencies: Two buggies will be placed in a comfortable, storelike environment that is engineered for stimulation. By understanding
mating tendencies, we can begin to implement population control and
selective breeding in the species.
Human-Buggy Interactions (HBI): It is remarkable that the dynamics
of even the simplest of HBI remain largely unknown. Questions such as
“Does the buggy enjoy being pushed?” or “Is a full buggy a happy buggy?”
provoke investigations that must pry deeper into the subject before
proposing answers. Our group has designed specialized equipment
which monitors electrical activity across 19 key locations on the buggy’s
anatomy. By tracking the readings from our device in real time in
conjunction with controlled HBI, the preferences of the buggy can be
quantitatively analyzed.
Conclusion:
This communication serves to summarize the state of HBI and Buggy
behavioral research and to invoke an increase in investigations into this
area. Furthermore, the National Human-Buggy Interaction Fellowship
will be holding its bi-annual conference in January. We begin accepting
submissions in early December. By pushing onward in this area, one of
the most prevalent yet uninvestigated species in the United States will be
better understood.
*Buggy was freed after 8 days due to moral concerns and indications of
high-level consciousness.
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November
Jenna Mosier
The quiet was supposed to be a thing of comfort,
warm and soft, like a feather woven into
the bird’s nest that enveloped it all.
The sort of quiet you could burrow down
inside of and drink in with the morning coffee.
But it was disjointed—like waiting, with a stillness
marble envied; sharp, like a bated breath trying
desperately to escape my lungs,
to spread its wings and
soar far into the night sky.
It was not comforting. It was suffocating.
And I was left flailing, flightless,
gasping for air and finding none.
It felt less like the feathers were woven around
me—no. They were stuffed into my lungs
and nose and the quiet was unnerving.
I wanted to scream, but I was breathless.
I wanted your name on my lips,
ready to break free and carve out of
the stillness a sense of familiarity. I wanted it to
reverberate against my ribs until they
rattled against each other. A skeleton with something
to smile about–imagine that.
I didn’t care if it was a messy kind of loud,
if it spilled over the edges and burst the seams
and left me feeling winded;
at least I would have breath to lose.
I wanted you to be there, so I could talk until
there were no words left, until the last of my
sentences were crawling up inside of my throat,
scraping against the walls as they clambered out.
I wanted to say a hundred things.
But the feathers in my lungs
drowned any words I had.
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“32°21’06.9”N, 90°52’52.8”W”
Lindsay Pace
32°21’06.9”N, 90°52’52.8”W
My tires roar against your cobbled brick. You are an antique, a rare coin 		
at the
bottom of a weathered purse, bringing music and color and Columbian 		
coffee to
the grey riverside. You reek of cinnamon and jazz, and from the
Penthouses,
ambient lighting, all orange and aglow. Inside you hangs folk art
composed of Michelob
tabs and yellow paint. You are dirty pennies tossed into saxophone cases,
An old woman playing a harmonica for a cup of ice. You are disheveled 		
buildings,
restoration, piles of brick. You are thirteen flights of stairs within The 		
Vicksburg,
used needles sitting atop you. Tacit as a cartel, morphine-flushed humans
writhe like
worms from your shadows. When October comes, men lace their knees 		
with fishnets for
you, lining you like a cheap, black garter on a smooth thigh. They wait to 		
dance for
you in Rocky Horror at the Strand, your androgynous phase, your 		
gnarled youth.
But through your many new, first, full, harvest phases sit hungry people 		
like
roaches on loafer bottoms, and I hate you for not feeding them. I hate 		
you for
the white sling-backs that don’t stop clinking cement for the black tennis 		
shoes.
I hate you for the martinis on the rooftop, where the bourgeoisie laugh, 		
oblivious,
and I hate you for the bullet in the Fastway parking lot that stopped 		
Carl’s heart.
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Washington Street, You are the soul of history and consumerism;
fellowship and
selfishness; hand-painted guitars and homemade cornbread. You are 		
Coltrane, Charles,
Wonder, in the key of G on a black-lacquered Steinway,
making us glide in tap shoes, shake our tassels, and swing.
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Sounds and Syllables
Kayla Mattox

I was in such a chronic-routine-induced stupor as I swung my
Tahoe to a stop at the bottom of Crook Cliff that I almost hit the Pontiac
sitting in my usual spot. I checked the clock on my dash, and then again
on my phone, just to make sure they weren’t off, but no—it was 5:45 AM
exactly. No other cars in the small gravel lot; no cars in the reflection of
my rearview mirror.
I had to turn my low beams on to make out the license plate in
the glare: Ohio. I paused, gear in reverse.
Should I park somewhere else? Or leave? It could just be someone on a road trip who is stopping to stretch his legs and is going to drive
off soon. I realized I hadn’t even bothered to check if someone was still in
the car. I couldn’t tell. If there was, I couldn’t just pull up beside the car
now after creeping here for five minutes. I should just leave.
But my camera was sitting in my passenger seat and the sun was
about to rise, so of course I couldn’t.
I slid a little too close to the other car and cut off the engine, embarrassed at myself now. The Pontiac’s owner was nowhere to be found,
though.
I trudged up the trail I had forged from many such hikes, my
boots crushing the hard-packed earth underneath them and releasing
a poignant dirt and iron scent that I could taste in the wet salt air. The
once hazy white noise sharpened into the distinguishable sound of waves
cresting and crashing as I neared the top of the bluff. It was a flat clearing, interrupted by a few sawed-off tree stumps and, at the center, a circle
of small rocks filled with cold ashes, remnants from bonfire-lit parties.
Something about knowing the kind of idiots from my high school who
came up here to get wasted, often vomiting off the edge of the cliff onto
the sand thirty feet below and having to be corralled by the kind shepherds who kept the sheep from falling to their deaths, almost tainted the
space for me. But this was the best spot to capture the sunrise.
I set up my tripod in its spot, designated by three circular
grooves worn into the dirt; screwed on a 25mm wide angle lens; switched
the aperture setting up to f/11; turned the ISO to 100, and waited. By
the time I got everything set up and flipped through some of my favorite shots from the summer (there were two particular days in a row that
the sunrise had a cool blue thread interspersed with a warm peach tone
uncharacteristic of sunrises), I had all but forgotten the Pontiac parked
beside my Tahoe, but then I saw its owner.
At first in the strange filter of light before the sphere of the sun
was actually visible above the horizon, I mistook the fast-moving shape
below me on the beach to be a large dog kicking sand up in its wake. I
knit my brow together, squinting, then realized belatedly that I could
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zoom in on the figure with my camera. The second I did this, though,
I was struck with a feeling of wrongness; it was a girl, around my age,
going for a morning run.
Even from this distance in the distorted lens of my camera
zoomed all the way in, I could see the tightly-corded muscles covering
her entire body. Her skin seemed to scarcely move as she pounded the
sand, no fat to make it bounce, only muscles stretching and contracting;
her chest covered only by a small scrap of nylon sports bra rose and fell
in great puffs, but it, too, was muscled, unmoving.
As I watched her, she slowed to a trot, then stopped, arms raised
above her head, catching her breath. It was almost 6:00; I needed to
zoom out and get my angles right to capture the sunrise, but something
about the way the girl’s figure was silhouetted against the steel gray backdrop of the ocean meeting in harsh contrast with the dusty pink membrane of the sky glued my hands in place. A shrill series of notes sounded
from my phone. I jumped—and so did the girl. She turned and looked up
directly at me, and waved.
It would, I was sure, take barrels of money and years of therapy
to discern why I did what I did next: I ran. With much less grace and skill
than the girl on the beach, I scooped up my equipment into my arms and
hobble-ran down the steep embankment, tossed the lot in my backseat,
and peeled out of there.
***
“Pax,” Griffin had said to me earlier that week. “Dude, you know
you don’t have to do this.”
“Yeah,” Piper said. “I’ve worked it out ten times. If we’re frugal,
we can swing this split between the three of us.”
“I know that,” I said. “It just feels important. I need to do this,
okay?”
“This girl is that important to you?”
“Fynn, I told you it isn’t about that.”
“Then what is this about, Pax?” Piper said, arms crossed. I mirrored her posture. Raised an eyebrow.
“She moved here in October,” she continued. “If you haven’t had
the nerve in two months to—not even ask her out, just have a real conversation with her…well, why should we think you’re actually going to ask
her to come with us now?”
“Piper, I don’t have a crush on Ronnie. I just think with her condition that it would be nice to--”
“I’m sorry, what’s her condition again?” Griffin said, looking up
at the sky like only God could give him that answer.
I shut my eyes tight, let out a sharp exhale.
“She’s sick,” I said. Griffin rolled his eyes, a high-pitched laugh
slipping out between clinched teeth, and I considered punching him.
“Look,” I said, “I hate to be like this, but this trip was my idea, we’re
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going in my car, and I’m asking Ronnie to come, too. She’ll probably say
no—any sane person would say no—so why don’t you save your whining
until after we know if there’s even a freaking reason for them?”
“Okay, chill,” Griffin said, hands up in the universal sign of, “We
get it, you’re unstable, just put the gun down before you hurt someone.”
He pressed on, “I’m just saying, we won’t be gone that long, man. She’ll
be here in two weeks when you get back. You can like, ask her to dinner
and a movie then. First date stuff. Not…this.” He gestured to my truck
and the world beyond, as if encompassing all that we had planned.
I wanted to be patient with them. I knew full well I was acting out of
character, maybe even a little crazy. If they announced at the last minute
that they were going to ask the girl they had been semi-stalking to drop
everything and jump in a car and embark on a road trip, destination and
duration unknown, with people she barely knew…well, I would have my
reservations too.
“We don’t know that, though, do we?” I asked him.
“Know what?” Fynn said.
“If she’ll be here in two weeks.”
***
Ronnie’s house had a glass door screening the red-painted wood
door behind it. There was no doorbell. I considered my options: knocking on the glass seemed weird, but opening the glass door to get to the
wooden one to knock on it seemed rude, somehow. I stood there, right
arm positioned to knock, feeling Piper and Griffin’s eyes on me from a
few steps behind, when the wooden door swung open.
Ronnie’s mom swore when she saw us, hand clutched to the fabric of her silk blouse.
“Er, sorry,” I said, looking to Piper for help. “We’re Ronnie’s…” I
faltered.
“Friends,” Piper said, stepping up. She extended a hand, an awkward motion since the woman had yet to open the glass door. “Hi, Ms.
Stafford. We go to high school with Ronnie. Is she home?”
Mrs. Stafford flicked open the lock on the glass door and turned,
heels clicking smartly against the wood floor as she walked away. Over
her shoulder, she said, “I don’t know where that child keeps herself, but
you’re welcome to try her room. Upstairs.”
Piper and I exchanged glances, but Fynn jumped ahead of us.
“Cool,” he said. “Thanks, lady!” We followed, Fynn already at the bottom
of the stairs in the entryway.
“Which room is hers?” I asked, and then again louder, peering
down the hallway in the general direction Ms. Stafford had exited.
“The Santa one,” came Mrs. Stafford’s clipped voice.
At that even Fynn had taken pause. As soon as we topped the
stairs, it wasn’t hard to spot. There were four doors: two positioned at
the far right end, next to each other so I assumed they were probably a
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bathroom and closet door; another one directly in front (plain, eggshell
white); and then at the end of the hallway on the left, hers. The frame
was outlined in green, red, and gold sparkling garland; the door itself was
plastered with an array of peeling stickers in the shapes of presents, reindeer, candy canes, and little fat men in red suits. In the very center hung
a wreathe made of plastic pine tree with what appeared to be a white
beard made of sloppily glued cotton balls slapped on it.
Three knocks, no answer, but I thought I could hear movement
inside. Griffin and Piper turned to leave when on impulse I turned the
knob (a red Rudolf nose) and threw the door open.
Ronnie had earbuds in, music blaring, and she was doing yoga.
“She doesn’t look sick,” Griffin said. I couldn’t argue with that.
Ronnie had her laptop open in front of her, a YouTube tutorial on Hardcore Yoga on the screen, and she contorted her body to match the model’s: palms pressed into the floor, lifting her body off the ground, with
both legs tucked neatly behind her head.
“Ronnie?” I expected her to do something embarrassing, fall on
her face or yelp, but she looked over with only mild surprise, unfolded
her legs one at a time, and stood.
“Paxton,” she said. “And Griffin and Piper.” She nodded. Put her
hands on her straight hips, Superwoman style.
“Hi,” “Hey,” “‘Sup, guh.”
“Hi,” she said. I couldn’t help but hear Piper’s voice in my head,
asking me why I thought I would have the nerve to do this. At the time
her words filled me with competitive resolve; now, the stark light of Ronnie’s overhead bedroom lamp felt like a hot spotlight centered directly on
me. “Not to be rude, but, um…what are you doing here?”
“I came here to get you,” I said, and cringed. At that, her thick
eyebrows shot up into her hairline.
“How very Liam Neeson of you.”
“Who?”
“Never mind,” she said, her lips stretched over crooked teeth.
“What can I do for you? Did my mom send you up here?”
“Um, no. She did let us in, but no. We came because we wanted
to ask you a question,” I said.
“Yeah, we wanted to,” Griffin muttered, covering his words with
the back of his hand.
I took a steadying breath. “Just a warning: This is going to sound
a little crazy,” I started. “Okay, a lot crazy.” I was very conscious of my
body in that moment; my hands hanging limp at my sides, my half-apologetic smile-grimace, my eyes trained on the floor instead of on her flat
chest. I made fists with my hands and forced myself to look Ronnie in the
eyes and opened my mouth—
“Do you want to go on a ridiculous and ill-advised road trip with
us for a couple of weeks, on which we will knock some pegs off our bucket
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lists, make stops at every crummy tourist attraction, eat lots of beef jerky,
and tell embarrassing stories about my pal Pax here?” Griffin said, making a move to casually lean against the doorframe but hitting the fluffy
garland and seeming to think better of it.
What followed was a painful ten seconds in which Piper elbowed
Griffin in the ribs, Ronnie looked at me in expectation, and I said nothing.
“Um, what?” Ronnie finally said.
“We’re going on a road trip,” I told her. “We’ve been talking
about doing one for years and planned on doing it this summer before we
all move off to different colleges, but Piper got an internship as a missionary in Belize this summer, so if we don’t do it now, over Christmas break,
we won’t all get to go.”
“Oh,” she said. “Okay.” She was being kind until now; smiling,
nodding as if this all made perfect sense and it was completely normal
to have strangers burst uninvited into her bedroom. I watched as her
expression shifted. “But, why ask me, if it’s a senior trip? I’m not graduating until next year.”
“Er.” How was I supposed to explain it to her when I couldn’t
even explain it to myself? I didn’t have to try, though.
“Road trips aren’t cheap, and we could use another person
to split the cost with,” Piper said. “And, well, we hate everyone at our
school, but we haven’t known you long enough to hate you yet, so, why
not?”
Ronnie laughed. “You don’t seriously think I believe that, do
you? Let me guess. You’re suggesting I hop in your truck and travel
cross-country with you, tonight, because you feel bad that “My time on
earth is limited,’ right? I need to ‘experience the world’?” She sounded as
if she were quoting something or someone.
“What?” Piper looked startled. “No, we—”
“I understand it’s crazy,” I said. “But that’s not the reason. I
didn’t figure you’d want to come, or even could; my mom was really mad
that I’m not going to be home for Christmas, it took forever to talk her
into it. My dad didn’t care about that, he was just upset that our argument was interrupting season seven of Heartland Bowhunter, but—anyway.”
“Yeah,” Griffin said, “and I’m sure you have a ton of better things
to do, doctor appointments you can’t miss…”
“Fynn,” I said. A warning. Ronnie looked between the two of us,
eyes narrowed. I opened my mouth to say something else to him, but
Ronnie interrupted.
“You’re not going to be home for Christmas?”
“Um no. We’re not planning on making back in time.”
I expected that to be the real deal-breaker. She was clearly ready
for Christmas, though I noticed that the inside of her room was extremely
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plain; not even a Nativity scene in way of decorations.
“Well. Tourist attractions, you say?” Ronnie said, looking at Griffin now.
“Uh, yeah,” he said, looking surprised to be addressed directly. 		
“Giant peaches. Mule Day. Corn Fair. All that jazz.”
“And where all exactly are we going?”
“We’re kind of winging that,” I said.
“Carefully,” Piper said. We had all been standing in the doorway,
but now Piper walked in Ronnie’s room and sat on her bed. “I’m going to
keep track of everything; figure out what we can afford and what we can’t.
I promise we won’t starve. And I’ve got family all over the country, so if
we ever get in bad shape, we won’t be stranded.”
“We can talk to your mom, too, if you want,” I said. “Right,
Pipes?”
“Absolutely.”
“No,” Ronnie said. “That’s fine. I’ll tell her.”
“Tell her? Really? So you’re coming?”
She grinned. “Go wait in the car. I’ll be twenty minutes.”
***
I sat in the passenger seat, feet up on the dash, eyes half-closed
watching the strobe light of stark late-afternoon shadows on the road as
we passed by a thick line of evergreens. An air vent was pointed directly
on me, pushing my hair up and itching my face, but I didn’t move. I was
still hoping sleep would overcome me.
My sleep now mainly came on these long drives from one destination to another; the sleeping bags I had swiped from our attic before
we left were worn thin and offered little cushion from the ground, which
was our sleeping arrangements for the majority of the past thirteen days.
We were all a little sad to be leaving Moab, Utah, where our “Hole N’ the
Rock” attraction was unsurprisingly disappointing, but where there was a
motel cheap enough for us to spend the night if the four of us shared two
beds.
Ronnie was driving. Giving up, I shifted upright and saw she had
the cruise control set to fifty miles per hour, five miles under the speed
limit. I smiled.
“What?” she asked, then jumped at the sound. It had been silent
for a long time save the indistinct buzzing of bass leaking out of Griffin’s
earbuds—one was wedged securely in his right ear, the other dangling
fallen on Piper’s shoulder. They were both asleep.
“You drive like my grandma,” I whispered.
“Shut up,” she said, checking both her mirrors and blind spots
before switching lanes. “You sound like a man who wants to take over for
another six hours.”
“I’ll pass, thanks, though.”
“I mean, if you’re going to complain.”
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“I wasn’t complaining. I was just surprised,” I said. At that she
turned her head to look at me full in the face, but the truck didn’t swerve
so much as an inch.
“Surprised?” she asked. “Surprised why?”
“You usually speed,” I said. “Actually, ‘speed’ is a gross understatement; you drive around terrorizing our town like a kid who just got
his first copy of Grand Theft Auto.”
“Speaking from personal experience there, Pax?” Griffin said
from the back, all crumpled hair and upholstery-lined grooves in his pink
face. “I don’t know that I’d mess with her. If she gets mad, she could go
Hulk on you—except she can run, too, so both fight or flight would be
unfortunate options for you.”
“You caught me,” I told him. “Sleep well?”
“Super. How much longer ‘til we get there? I gotta pee.”
“Five more minutes,” Ronnie said.
“You say that every time I ask.”
“Well, I figure it has to be true at least once.”
“It’s true now, actually,” Piper said, pulling up her phone’s GPS
and squinting at the screen. “Should be the next left. Rampant Range
Road.”
“Yeah, there she is,” Ronnie said. When she pulled into the long
drive of the campsite (turning on her signal a good thousand feet before
the turn to allow the driver a mile behind us ample time to slow down),
Griffin jumped out of the Tahoe before we even rolled to a stop.
“Hey! Fynn!” Piper called after him. He hadn’t shut the door behind him and we weren’t prepared for the shock of cold air. We all pulled
our heavy coats on, Piper grabbing Griffin’s, and went to find our lot.
It was a short hike up a sharply curved and ice-covered path.
“Is that us? Seven?” I asked.
“I think so,” Piper said.
As we approached, strings of Christmas lights blinked on in the
trees surrounding the clearing, saturating the dusk in a warm yellow
glow that contrasted with the white light of the appearing stars.
“Motion detectors,” Griffin said, examining the wiring. “They
rigged them up to the light posts. Nice touch.”
“Be nicer if they gave off heat,” I said.
“Yeah, let’s get a fire going.” Piper said, and she and Griffin got
started unpacking the essentials; I turned to ask Ronnie if she’d help me
grab the rest of the stuff from the truck, only to find her standing in the
trees with a single light bulb pinched between two of her fingers. She
squinted at it as if trying to read a tiny inscription etched into the glass.
The yellow light gave her olive-toned skin a sickly pallor—the first time, I
realized, that she looked ill at all to me.
“Happy Christmas Eve,” she told the light bulb. I made the trip
to the truck by myself.
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When I came back, Piper was watching Griffin striking flint,
trying to get the kindling under the larger wood to catch. Sparks issued
feebly, not enough to produce flame but enough to burn Fynn’s hand. He
cursed and spun around, and Piper—laughing—went to his aid. When
she touched his hand, he froze and let her examine the burn. For some
reason I felt like I had stumbled upon a private moment.
I set our supplies down and fidgeted with the straps, trying to
look busy, but my feigning wasn’t necessary; Piper spit on Griffin’s hand
and he groaned and rubbed it in her face before coming to help me.
“Hey,” he said, a little breathless.
“Hi.”
“Pipes,” he said, “do you want to help Ronnie with the tents while
Pax and I give this fire another go?” The first night we set up camp, I had
made the mistake of suggesting that Griffin and I set up the tents because
hammering the stakes into the cold, hard ground might be too hard for
the girls. I was trying to be considerate, but it only took one speech from
Piper about the misogynistic patriarchy and hedonistic masculinity that
I was catalyzing, and one arm-wrestling match from Ronnie, for me to
never suggest that again.
“That’s fine,” Piper said. “Just don’t burn the forest down.
Smokey the Bear is watching.” She winked in Ronnie’s direction who
seemed to have been lost in thought until now.
“He’s going to maul them to shreds,” she said, untroubled, and
they set to work on the opposite end of our camp.
“So,” Griffin said, glancing behind him. “What’s the plan for
tomorrow?”
“Um, we’re going to rent sleds and hike up to the snow in the
morning, then go into town and get wasted on hot chocolate,” I said.
“That’s been our plan for days.” I grabbed the flint and dragged
the steel down its face, fast and hard. I turned my head slightly at the
flying sparks.
“No, I mean for exchanging presents.”
“Presents?” I said.
“Yeah, you know. Christmas gifts. Supposedly because of the
whole ‘gold, frankincense, and myrrh’ thing, but mostly because of American consumerism now.”
“You got everyone a present,” I said dubiously. One of the sparks
landed on a dry leaf, but instead of catching fire it just burned a slow hole
through the leaf and dissolved.
“No, conceited. Just Pipes,” he said. “Didn’t you get something
for Ronnie?”
I paused, steel on flint. “In all the days I had to plan before I
knew she was coming? No, Fynn, I didn’t get her a present. Besides, it’s
not like that with us.”
“Well, it’s not like that with me and Pipes, either…yet,” he said. 		
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“I’m going to ask her tomorrow.” He chanced another glance behind him,
then a longer one when he realized Piper was facing away from us. “Gah,
I love yoga pants.”
“You are a child,” I told him, resuming my work. “Since when do
you and Piper have a thing?” At this, he was silent for so long I thought
he might not have heard me over the sounds of scraping. I looked up. 		
“Fynn, I asked—”
He was glowering. “You don’t ever pay attention to anyone else
but her, do you?” There was anger in his voice but he kept it low, not
wanting the girls to hear, I guessed. “And even then, you still don’t see it.”
He shook his head and laughed without humor.
“Griffin, honestly, man, how many times do I have to tell you that
I’m not into Ronnie that way? And what don’t you think I see?”
“Oh, come on!” he whisper-yelled, bending down to my face. His
eyebrows shot up, expectant. “You know. You’re honestly going to make
me say it?” When I didn’t respond, he continued, “Dude. What kind of
sick person runs six miles every morning? She’s the healthiest person I
know. You’ve gotta know that she isn’t really sick. She’s faking.”
I stood up, sharp, pushing him backwards in the same motion.
“What the hell is wrong with you?” I kicked dirt up with the toe of my
boot in his face, making him cough.
“Paxton,” Ronnie said from across the clearing, but I was stomping off into the trees.
In truth, I wasn’t mad at Griffin. I wasn’t mad at all. I was afraid
he was right.
***
After I cooled off, I came back to camp, embarrassed. They were
all sitting around the fire, plates in their laps, waiting on me before they
ate. Hot tears pricked my eyes and I fake sneezed to cover it.
We ate a hot meal of refried beans, rice, and dehydrated meat
(Ronnie and Griffin had seconds). No one said that we wished we were
eating Christmas Eve dinner with our families. We did, however, share
Christmas stories, all except Ronnie, who played her ukulele. Griffin tried
to sing. I smiled at him and he mouthed I’m sorry, and I remembered
why I was friends with him. Then we all fell, exhausted, into our tents for
the night. Christmas carols played at the very edge of my hearing from
somewhere nearby.
I was having a fitful dream about my little sister Kayleigh going
into my room at home to wake me for presents Christmas morning and
finding me missing when I was startled awake.
“Pax,” Ronnie whispered. There was an urgent undercut to her
voice that sheared through my sleepy stupor.
“What, what happened, what’s wrong?”
“I need a priest,” she said. I flipped on the battery powered
lantern at my side. Ronnie was crouched at the entrance of my tent,
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hands clutching the fabric of my blanket, eyes wild and face flushed and
splotchy.
“A priest?” I finally asked after a disoriented pause. “Like, of a
church?”
“No, a priest like of the local deli,” she said, standing up and pulling random articles of clothes out of my bag and throwing them at me. “I
need to confess.”
I was acutely aware of the fact that I was in nothing but a pair of
boxers. “What have you got to confess for?” I asked.
“My sins!” she all but screamed. “All of them since the day I was
born—or I guess since I started sinning. You think I’ve sinned, what, once
or twice a week since I was thirteen? No, I was eight,” she said with conviction. “I’m sure I’ve broken all Ten Commandments, and I’ve practically had dinner parties with the Seven Deadly Sins, and—”
“Ronnie, what are you talking about?” I had stood up as much as
one can in a tent and circled the tops of her arms in my hands, lightly. It
was surely below freezing, yet her skin was hot and slick to the touch on
top of her wiry muscles.
“No one knows when they’re going to die,” she said. “I want to be
ready. Just…just in case.”
What could I say to that?
“Okay.”
“I know it’s still my turn,” she said.
“I’ll drive.”
It was an unspoken agreement that we not wake the others.
Instead we threw on several warm layers, left a note for Piper to find, and
we drove. All of our phones except Piper’s stayed at home in Maine; we
had an emergency contact, but no other communication back home. We
all agreed we needed a break from the different situations we all dealt
with, Ronnie most of all. Yet I was deeply ruing that idea right about now.
“I think I remember seeing a church when we passed down that
road,” Ronnie said for what I would conservatively estimate was the
twentieth time in the last hour and a half.
“We didn’t come from that road.”
“Well, it looks like the kind of road a church would be on.”
I turned.
“Woah, wait—look, there’s a sign: ‘New Life Methodist.’ Must be
at the top of this hill,” she said. I pulled over to the shoulder in front of
the building.
“Ronnie. Methodists don’t have confession, or priests. They have
preachers. You need a Catholic church if you want to confess and receive
a penance.” She was looking down, her hair hiding her face from me. 		
“Look, maybe we should go back and talk to Piper. She knows everything
about this stuff. That’s why she’s spending the summer in Belize, so she
can tell people how to get into heaven when they die.”
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This was met with the kind of silence that pressed in on your
head from all sides and felt like cotton balls in your ears and in your nose,
filling your mouth. A flush of heat scraped down my throat and into my
heart, heating it to a boil; the warmth went out of my extremities, leaving
my hands and feet in a cold sweat. My mind went back to what Griffin
had said, but even he hadn’t voiced my true suspicions. Until he said that,
though, I had refused to let my doubts form into coherent thoughts, refused to connect the stars of suspicions into constellations. I was terrified
of what the picture would reveal.
`When I finally looked at her, she was crying, silent tears that
fell in a steady stream down her face. Her top row of teeth was clamped
down hard on her lower lip. I saw her wince, and her tears mixed with
fresh blood.
“Ronnie,” I said, desperate. “You’ve got fill me in here. The whole
town heard you were sick and that’s why your mom moved you here,
but no one knows why.” When she didn’t answer, I sucked in a breath
through clenched teeth and plowed through. “My mom’s an oncologist
and she’s never seen you, and neither have any of the other doctors. I
asked. You didn’t bring any medicine with you for a two-week-long trip.
Veronica,” I said, “what are you dying of?”
“Can we talk about something else?” she asked. Her voice wobbled like an ice skater on a broken ankle. She daubed at her wet face with
her long hair.
“Sure,” I said, thinking. “What do you want to talk about?”
“Anything else. You pick.”
“Okay. Why do you speed when you drive alone?” No answer.
“You like the way it makes you feel?” I guessed. “You’re an adrenaline
junky, and that’s why you won’t see a doctor for treatment. It’s a thrill.”
At that she let out a bleak, humorless laugh. I looked at her.
“You don’t know,” she said; a surprised statement, not a question. “Pick something else.”
“What was your most memorable Christmas?” I asked.
“Ah. That you have heard about,” she said. “I wondered why no
one pushed me into sharing a Christmas memory earlier.”
“The guidance counselor really should lose her job.”
She nodded, and gave in. “I guess finding out Santa isn’t real is
a little traumatic for all kids; I guess we all remember our first Christmas after we knew, and wish for the Christmases when we didn’t.” She
had three sections of hair in her hands now; she wove them around her
fingers as she spoke in broken phrases, choking on the words. “I was
eight. I thought my dad was the real Santa. But one morning I found him
slumped sideways on our ugly green sofa. His neck was slit open and his
hunting knife lay next to him, and I remember knowing without being
told that he wasn’t Santa. That no one was. Mom was too upset to buy
Christmas gifts that year. And, well, every year since then.”
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joke.”

“He killed himself?”
“Either that or Rudolf has some serious explaining to do.”
“Stop,” I said. “Don’t say stuff like that; don’t turn this into a

“Why not? What does it matter what I say, or what I’ve ever said
for my whole life?”
“It matters to me,” I tried. She just rolled her eyes, so I asked, “So
that’s why you decided to come with us when you found out you wouldn’t
be home for Christmas?”
“I hate being home that day,” she said. “I hate that day.”
“Then why your door? All the…decorations?” I said.
She ginned. “I don’t hate Christmas as much as mom does.”
I didn’t know what to say to that, so I switched gears. “Do you
know why he did it?”
She shrugged. “He was depressed. Mom says he wasn’t always,
but as far back as I can remember he would shut himself in his room for
days on end, barely eating, but not sleeping either, from the sounds of
it. Mom got mad about it. She would cry and bang on his door, yelling
and cussing and begging him to come out and ‘Be a man,’ ‘Be a husband.’
Never ‘Be a father.’ It was all about her.” A smile flashed across her face
for half a second, not reaching her eyes. Something in her voice suggested
that nothing with her mom had changed since her dad died.
“He was there for me, though, when it counted. I could tell how
hard he was trying. He went to his doctor appointments and took his
medicine, and even though I hardly saw him, he would leave evidence
of his presence all around the house for me; flowers on my bedroom
desk, money in my cookie jar, wadded up notes with the words scribbled
through, but I knew he was trying to reach out.” A pause, and then, “I
miss him.”
“He believed in Heaven, didn’t he? That’s why you’re doing all
this, with the priest? So you can see him again?”
“Yes,” she said. “So I can see him again soon.”
At the word “soon,” I froze. A wretched thought hit me.
“What do you mean by ‘soon,’ Ronnie? How soon?”
She looked down in her lap, and her silence confirmed what my
brain couldn’t comprehend. I didn’t know what to do. Violently I was
thrust back into the memory of when Kayleigh was four and she choked
on her sucker. Her round face turned from tomato red to bruise purple-blue, and I panicked. I yelled for help and Dad came in, performed
the Heimlich, and then cussed me out for just standing there like an idiot.
That’s how I felt right then, but it was me who was cursing myself for my
lack of knowledge and my helplessness, appalling and whole. I couldn’t
stop her, a conviction I felt in my bones.
“Don’t do it,” I said after ten years of silence. “No. I will not let
you do it.” I enunciated every syllable carefully. I knew what the story
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meant now. She looked away, out the window, out into her own kind of
sick freedom. I pressed the heels of my hands into my eyes, my vision
tinged at the edges with the color red: red anger, red Santa, red hair
wiping red blood from her red face, red holly berry lining the front door
of Fawn Grove Inn at our first stop in Maine; red dress I wanted to buy
just to see her in it, red lipstick she would never wear on her wedding
night, red nail polish her daughter would never spill on white carpet, red
baseball cap she’d never give her son, red roses she would never find on
her porch steps even after twenty-five years of marriage.
I punched the steering wheel. “Tell me you are not going to kill
yourself.”
“I am not going to kill myself,” she said. Monotone. A copy of
words but not the words themselves, because words had meaning and
what she said didn’t.
I knew I couldn’t convince her in one night. What I needed was
time. My mind reeled.
“At least tell me you’ll wait, then. A year or so. Long enough
for me to have forgotten about you.” At that she laughed, a loud, highpitched escape of air that told me I surprised it out of her.
“I’ll do you one better,” she said. “I’ll make it look like an accident so even if you do still remember me, you’ll be free from any misplaced feelings of guilt that may have otherwise lingered.”
“Thanks,” I said bitterly. I could feel something essential inside
me come unhinged like a physical click, and I was undone. I knew I
shouldn’t get angry. I’m sure if I read a “How to Save a Life” handbook
it would warn me not to get angry. But all the pamphlets in the world
couldn’t coach me out of my reaction. “You know, this is really crappy of
you.”
‘‘‘Crappy’ of me?” she said, narrowing her eyes.
“You go on this trip with us, and then you’re just going to kill
yourself? Why even come with us and let us get attached to you? We care
about you, Ronnie.” On the last sentence my voice cracked, ugly pain
breaking it, but I sounded more pissed than hurt in my own ears.
“You’re just like my freaking mom,” she said, rising in her seat.
“I want to die, but instead of feeling bad for me, all you can do is think
about yourself!”
“Wait…your mom knows?”
“Of course she knows. Why do you think she made up the story
that I was sick? She’s embarrassed.”
I had no words. Our frosty breath intermingled in the frigid air
and I wanted to keep it that way, our breathing connected so if I gave her
my air she would keep breathing. But it didn’t work like that.
“I’m sorry,” I said. “I shouldn’t have gotten mad. But I can’t just
let you do this.”
“Do you know why people jump out of burning buildings?” she
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asked, then continued without waiting for a response. “People think that
it’s out of hopelessness; they can’t escape, the flames are getting closer,
they don’t know what to do, so they just jump. But that’s not it at all.
They’re just as terrified of jumping as you or I would be to jump if there
were no threat behind us. But when the flames get close enough, the
terror of the flames becomes just a tiny bit more terrifying that the terror
of falling. And so they jump. And you know what?” she asks, and waits
until I look her dead in the eyes. She raises and eyebrow, daring me to
ask. I don’t. “No one on the street below ever tells them to ‘Just hold on,’
or ‘You’ll get through this.’ The difference is that they can see the flames.
They can’t see mine.”
I didn’t realize until she reached a pale hand out and touched my
face that I was crying. If words existed to vocalize the tangle of emotions I
was feeling, I didn’t have them. Besides, what else was there to say about
it? Anything else would just be meaningless sounds and syllables.
“Let’s just go back to Piper and Fynn,” I said. “Get some sleep.
No one thinks clearly at 2 AM, and…” I trailed off, not knowing how to
end that sentence, and she smiled at me with pity. Pity! We both knew
what I was trying to do; we both knew equally well that it wouldn’t work.
But whether she knew it or not, I would never stop trying.
As I drove us back to our camp site, I was running through possible plans of action. Piper, Griffin, and I could switch out between the
three of us, all watching her, making sure she never did anything. I made
a mental note to watch our hunting knives that we had not yet made use
of. We would find her the best therapist in the world, and even if Griffin
and Piper wouldn’t derail their college plans to move with us, I would still
go.
I could see it in my head; we could go to New York maybe, live in
a tiny apartment that we barely afforded on my salary as a photographer
and hers as a personal trainer or cross country coach, but we would be
happy anyway. We got along well, often stayed up talking until the sleepy
hours of the morning. We became very good friends very quickly. We
could make that work. And then one day, she would meet her husband,
and he would make her so happy that she would never even think about
being in any place without him, not even an afterlife. That thought hurt
my stomach in a way I didn’t want to analyze too closely, so I pushed it
away.
It was a crazy thought and I knew she would never agree to it;
but then, she had agreed to this trip.
When we got back to our makeshift camp, we said goodnight and
Ronnie crawled into her tent and zipped it shut. I went into my own for a
few minutes, then waited until I thought she must be asleep and dragged
my sleeping bag outside and lay down in front of her tent. Just in case.
***
It was Piper’s urgent voice that woke me up this time.
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“Ronnie’s gone,” she said, shaking me.
“What?” I said. “That’s not possible. How could I have not woken
up?” I sat up, quickly, and the world spun but not from vertigo.
“Why were you guarding her tent?” Piper asked.
“I had a feeling she might try to leave.”
Griffin was in Ronnie’s tent on his hands and knees, examining a long slit
in the fabric. Her tennis shoes sat next to it, the laces meticulously tied in
bows.
“She must have heard you snoring out here and snuck out the
back,” he said. “Why would she ditch us?”
The answer was incapacitating. I couldn’t move, couldn’t speak. I
tasted bile and vomited where I stood, not able to move to even wipe it off
my chin.
“Pax! Pax, what’s wrong? Where did she go?”
“Where is she, man? What happened? Talk to us.”
But I couldn’t. She was gone. And in that moment, I got it, and
I wanted more than anything to tell her that I understood now. If there
had been a window right there, I would have jumped, too.
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Open 24 Hrs
Katelyn Vance

The word of God
Is neon now—
It screams odious
Love to a silent
Collection of limbs
Beneath it.
Its iridescence
Falls in irradiated
Waves. It reaches the
Sedate, the wanderers of
Asphalt nightmares,
At last.
They can’t hear it
For the mumble of voices
So they shift to leave
By way of saturated,
Naked streets, steeped
In weariness.
The new God is
Neon—but all the same
Unheard; Its blushing lights
Looking to the morally
Abject; it finds
No one.
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A-I

Michelle Wait
A-I
Azoospermia-- It would not matter if I swallowed or spit—nothing would
be wasted.
If I held my legs in the air for twenty minutes post-coital or positioned 		
myself perfectly
for your entry, I would lose time and grow nothing to love.
Bamboozle-- When we began this journey, I asked about us, and we
decided that life could only be more beautiful if we multiplied you and I
to create a fraction of ourselves, but you did not know, so we continued 		
trying.
Contrabassoon-- When you place your hands on my breasts, you lick your
lips like a symphony player ready to accompany sweet strings with low
growling tones. Right before the crescendo peaks, you bite the invisible
reed and produce deep growls that prepare me to be cheated.
Didgeridoo-- I cannot concentrate on pleasure or Jamiroquai. My practice has allowed me to alter my timbre to match your rhythm and outcall
the cries of the locusts in our pines and the electronic tunes that I keep
on repeat for fucking.
Ectozoon-- If I left you now, you would become mistletoe on a mantle
that someone forgot to
take down after Christmas. My attachment to you feels like the white
berries that no one dares to taste on the kissing lips that pucker to play
tag and thirty seconds in heaven.
Foofaraw-- I placed the ring you crowned me with in a tiny box that was
hidden away from those
who stood as I walked down the aisle in a pale ivory tea gown. Replaced it
with trinkets and baubles that could be slipped off and discarded.
Goodwife-- Since the illusion was broken with absent swimmers, and I
grew up
in a trailer with floor vents to nowhere and a momma that cried when I
wouldn’t get baptized because the thought of drowning frightened me
more than hell, I accept my position.
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Hoodoo- I have stuck pins into tiny replicas of my belly and consulted the
wands, the cups, and the hanged man. I pulled out your hair while you
were sleeping and brought it to a lady that
required payment for truths that I already knew.
Inglenook- Instead of framed visages of our dreams, on either side of our
fireplace
I have two impressions of O’Keefe that I found at the garage sale of a
woman that sold her flowering vaginas to make room on her mantle for
finger paintings.
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Weightless

Karleigh Kimbrell
I met my mother for the first time when I was seven years old.
The backs of my thighs were still red, burnt from the leather seats of my
grandmother’s station wagon, and I was wearing my favorite Batman
t-shirt. The hospital wasn’t like what I had imagined, but I didn’t think
about it much if I’m honest. Not until then at least.
She lived on the fifth floor, the psychosis level of Longman’s
Rest Home, in a room at the end of the hall. Each of the rooms had only
a bed and a chair. Everything was padded, covered with a stained maroon checkered fabric, and bolted to the floor. My grandmother held my
hand tightly, kept me close to her side. She was afraid of what my mother
might do to me, what I might do to my mother.
It’s been a long time since I visited my mother at the rest home.
I can never escape her, even without visiting. The hair swinging around
my hips serves as a reminder of her existence, of her disease. She didn’t
know me the first time she saw me – well, the first time she saw me after
she was taken away. She pretended, though; it made everything seem
normal, like we had a real relationship. Her hair was clipped short, close
to her scalp in a way that looked very painful. There were scabs all over
her arms, and she wore a blue and pink set of pajamas. Her nails were
clipped too short, and the tips of her fingers were purple, swollen so they
looked too big. She wasn’t like the other kid’s moms, the ones that smelt
like bake sale cookies or powdery perfume. She wasn’t like that at all. The
first time I met my mother I was terrified of her.
It’s been fourteen years since I first met her, but I can still feel
the sickly sensation in my stomach, the unease at being in her presence.
We left soon after we arrived because it was nearly time for chapel, and
my mother insisted that she must go, that God was working on her. It
made my grandmother happy; I can remember the faint upward curve
of her trembling lips. It almost made it normal, made her normal again.
Almost. It’s been fourteen years, and my mother still scares me just as
much now as she did when I was seven.
--It’s not even eight when the phone rings; the sun has just taken
over the morning shift. It’s cold in the house, and chill bumps break out
over my arm as I reach out for my cell phone.
“Hello, this is Sandra with Longman’s Rest Home. I’m trying to
reach Mr. Samson Nichols.” The woman on the phone has probably been
at the rest home for a few hours now; she sounds about four coffees into
her shift when she speaks.
“That’s me. I’m Samson.” My head is still deep into the pillow,
and I’ll be able to fall asleep as soon as she tells me that my mother’s
medical reports this week were fine, just as always.
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“Mr. Nichols, we need you to come down to the home, please.
There was an issue last night, and I’m afraid your mother is not very
well.” Her tone is sweet, sugary like I’m five years old again. I imagine
that she’s probably got two kids at home; they make good grades and
don’t scream when she tries to brush their hair.
“What happened?” I flip over onto my back, letting the heavy,
cold air rest on my chest. It’s suffocating me, like a stack of weights has
been arranged ever so neatly on my ribs. I feel like the guy in The Crucible, the more-weight-guy.
“Mr. Nichols, I’m afraid that I cannot give that information over
the phone. We need you to come down and speak with the doctor,” she
says, tone still like that of a kindergarten teacher. It’s like she’s telling
me to put my crayons up because coloring time is over and not that my
mother is still lying in her bed instead of getting up at six to do the mandatory morning yoga with the rest of the patients.
I hang up, having agreed to go down. The weight on my chest
doesn’t ease. More weight.
--I was born in 1993 in the middle of April. It was a wet spring,
my grandmother told me. I don’t know if it was supposed to be a joke.
My mother was never well. She had been somewhat psychotic since
her childhood, screaming into the night at nothing. She saw things that
weren’t there, talked to people who didn’t talk back… who didn’t exist.
When I was born in the middle of April, I was alive for five days before
my mother tried to drown me in our kitchen sink. She blamed God, said
He’d commanded my death like He’d told Abraham to kill Isaac. She
named me Samson because it meant power, but she had misinterpreted
God’s message. God didn’t want me to have that power. When she told
the police that God told her to kill her baby, the men came to get her, and
I went to live with my grandparents.
--Longman’s Rest Home is hidden in the woods, off Old
Witchmore Road. It looks more like a giant mansion than a mental
hospital. There are no bars on the windows. The paint isn’t chipping off
the outside. I park as slowly as possible. I’ve been going to this rest home
since I was seven years old, every Saturday to see a woman who really
never noticed we were there. Inside the home, the smell is very sterile –
not exactly like a hospital. It almost fools you into thinking it’s like my
granddad’s senior living center… It’s even got the women in the lobby,
rocking their baby dolls and telling you their mamas will be here to get
them soon.
The ladies at the front desk are the same as when I was small;
they are tall, thin and don’t take any shit -- my very own Nurse Ratched.
Maybe it’s different when you are the kid of a mental patient. The nurses tend to treat you different; they feel sorry that you got stuck with a
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fucked up mom, but they still won’t let you stuff your mouth with cotton
balls just to see how many will fit. I think it’s because, on some level, they
think we’re just as equally fucked as our chemically imbalanced parents.
“Good morning, Mr. Nichols. We moved your mother to room
345. You’ll have to take the elevator up there,” Dianne says. Dianne is the
front desk girl. She’s always been the front desk girl.
The elevator, as you can imagine, works perfectly. There is no
shaking, no scary noises. There is no plunging to immediate death. Without the flashing lights or the jerking stop, how am I supposed to know
what I’m getting into?
I’ve only ever been on the third floor once. It’s different than the
rest of the hospital. On the second floor, you get to leave when you learn
all of the right answers to their endless questions. It’s the soldiers who
can’t stop picturing their dead comrades, children blowing up, killing
their families. They get medicated and then acclimated. They don’t get
better, but they can make it. Some of them, at least. On the fifth floor, the
fucked up people stay forever. They imagine killing people, abusing their
families. I met a guy there once who had to count to fifty-three every time
he went through a doorway. It was hell trying to get into the cafeteria; the
line went all the way down the hall. And on the fourth floor, the therapists live to make everything better again.
They send people to the third floor to die. I wish I could say that
it made me cry, that the thought of my mother dying seemed life-altering,
like I would never be the same. But I’ve already been changed by her forever. I give the ladies at the third floor desk, the only ladies I’ve never met
before, my information. It’s more clinical up here, more hospital-like.
There’s a lady with an oxygen tube under her nose, an IV in her arm by
the desk. She tells me to duck and cover. The planes are flying overhead
again.
--“Sam, grab the fishing poles. Let’s go down to the creek.” The
woods are nice in the fall, still green with splotches of red and orange. I
was ten years old, and it was the first Saturday that I hadn’t been fidgeting in a hospital chair. My granddad walked ahead of me. His feet
snapped the twigs easily, alerting all of the animals that we were here,
that we weren’t at Longman’s Rest Home like usual.
It was October, and the air was crisp, turning my cheeks pink
and my fingers numb. The water was freezing. I could feel the chill of it
through my rain boots – sorry, hunting boots. I’d never been hunting
before. This was the first time my granddad did anything with me. I
didn’t know it at the time, but he always thought that I was the reason my
mother went crazy.
My hair was long even then, hung down past my shoulders.
I stopped getting my hair cut when I was seven because my mother
decided that she had interpreted God’s voices wrong. God wasn’t telling
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her to kill me so I wouldn’t have any power. He had told her to name me
Samson, so I obviously was meant to have power. My grandmother didn’t
have the heart to tell her no; my granddad said it made me look like a
girl.
We fished for ages, but nothing ever bit the line. We spent the
night in tents that let all the cold in, and I got bitten by a bunch of fire
ants. It was the best Saturday I had seen in three years.
--Her head is still sheared close to the scalp, clipped by one of the
nurses. I’ve never asked why they cut her hair, and now it seems a little
pointless. She’s smaller in the bed, less like she could kill me and more
like any other 40-something year old woman. The doctor is a balding
man. He’s been her doctor for as long as I can remember.
“Samson, during the night, your mother started vomiting, and
the nurses came into the room to find that she was unresponsive. We
pumped her stomach, and it seems that she saved her medication for
sleeping and took it all at once last night. We put her on life support but
it’s possible that there has been some brain damage. Of course, we won’t
know until she wakes up,” he says.
“Don’t you mean ‘if’?” They always say that in movies, like the
possibility is what kills them most. What do they think will happen if the
person wakes up with no memory or no control of when she pees? What
if she can’t move her limbs, can’t eat on her own? What do you do then?
Isn’t death the better option?
“Mr. Nichols, we do not know if your mother will wake up at this
point, but it is always possible. I’ve seen it happen before; however, given
the circumstances, you may not wish to wait. I had the nurses call you
because you have the option of waiting for your mother to come back or
letting her go.”
“Let her go? You mean kill her?”
“Not kill her. We will turn off all of the support that is helping
her body work at the moment. She is under such stress, physically, that
she will likely pass away quickly without our help,” he says, looking upset
with the news. It’s funny how he is sad. He hears all of the fucked up stuff
she says, thinks, whatever, and he still feels worse about this than I do.
The weight on my chest gets heavier, pressing me back with the force
almost.
“You don’t have to make the decision right now. You can stay, or
go and then come back when you feel like you know what you’d like to
do,” he says. I wish I could say that I stayed and prayed over my mother’s
comatose body while I decided if she would live or die. I wish I could.
---

The first time I realized she was sick I was fifteen. But I knew
she wasn’t right before that, you know? When I was six, we had parent’s
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day at school and my grandmother came instead of the mom I’d never
known and the father who’d vanished when I just made up the symptoms
of prenatal depression. The other kids knew where my mom was before
I did; they knew what happened to me before I did. Tony Aaron told me,
through crooked teeth and chapped lips, that my mom was a “looney.”
He told everyone about the water filling my lungs, the overflowing sink,
the hacking coughs. That’s when I found out that she wasn’t right, that
maybe I wasn’t right either.
I knew there were problems, that nobody else at school had their
mother try to drown them in the sink. But it was when I was fifteen that
she was her best. She was allowed outside again. She got to eat with a
knife and fork. They let her hair grow past her ears. She looked healthier,
like she wasn’t struggling to be here, to live. They found medicine that
helped her, that quieted the people in the head. And she got rewarded for
it, too. She got to leave.
We drove up to Longman’s Rest Home, and Grandma sang along
to the radio the whole way. My granddad smiled at me through the rearview mirror. Our tires crackled up the rocky road and into the parking
lot. I remember the gravel feeling so odd under my feet, like I could never
really get my balance. The nurses wheeled her out, but before she could
get to the gravel, my mother asked her to stop. She hid her eyes behind
thin fingers, refusing to look at where I was holding the door open, where
I was waiting from my mom to finally come home. I needed someone to
make me peanut butter sandwiches, to listen to how much I hated the
football day in P.E. I needed a mom, my mom.
When she pulled her fingers away, her eyes were wet. She wasn’t
the crisp, bettered woman the doctor described on the phone. She was
still being smothered with her own hands. They told her that she could
leave with us and she didn’t want to, screamed to be taken back inside.
Grandma knelt down beside her chair, told her about the ice cream we
would get and the park we were going to walk around. Her lips were
stretched wide, an endless “no” with every aspect of her tense muscles
and pale skin. She wasn’t made for outside anymore; she’d done her time
with us and now it was over. She never even got to feel the gravel under
her feet, didn’t want to, I guess.
She wouldn’t leave with us. She couldn’t – even when she seemed
so well to all of us – break out of her head. There was always the bad over
the good, their voices over ours. They were screaming, and we were just
whispers.
--The gravel of the old parking lot shifts under my feet, rocking
me further away from the door and closer to the woods that surround
the back of Longman’s. It feels the same as when I was fifteen, confused
about why I had survived my own attempted murder, why my mother
wasn’t there to take care of me. Growing up with my grandparents hadn’t
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made me any different, – I was probably just the way I was always supposed to be – but I could never help but to imagine what life would have
been like if I could have clung to my mother instead of her mother. The
shifting gravel slips as I take a step towards the woods, and my hands slip
out catching most of the jagged rocks in my palms. Rolling over on my
back, I shake the gravel loose and hold my hands in front of my face.
They’re dark pink, flushed and bleeding in one place. It doesn’t hurt, not
like when I was a kid. The rocks are sharp on my neck and through my
t-shirt. They hurt but not bad enough to get up. And all I can think about,
as the gravel settles into my skin, is that my mother hasn’t felt the gravel
under her feet or in her hands. She hasn’t bled from a cut, been for a
drive or eaten McDonald’s in twenty years. She doesn’t know what life is
like outside of the rest home anymore.
Even if she were to wake up, she’d never come outside. The gravel is too malleable, and her feet are too tender now. She’s not made to be
outside anymore, maybe she never was. Her life outside of Longman’s
Rest Home will not be like I would want it to be; she won’t be there to experience the jagged rocks, the heat of the sun on her scalp. She can’t have
that anymore. Getting up is hard; the weight on my chest feels heavy still,
like I’m being pushed back into the ground. As I walk back inside and
ride the elevator back upstairs, I think about telling him to let her live, to
keep her living forever. She’s been here forever. She’s eternal.
--The doctor is still outside at the nurses’ desk. He turns too look
at me, eyes wide like he can’t believe I didn’t have to sleep on the idea of
my mother’s blood on my hands.
“Would you shut off the machines that she’s attached to?” I ask.
I feel like I have to tell him. She’s suffered enough. She’s tortured us all
enough. She’s been pressing me under water since I was born. The weight
on my chest doesn’t go away.
--When I get back home, I look at myself in the mirror. I think
about calling my granddad but he doesn’t know me from Adam anymore.
I imagine going out to the graveyard and asking my grandma if I did
the right thing. Maybe it would start raining and that would mean that I
made the right choice.
In the bathroom, my reflection is the exact same as it has always
been. My hair is still long and my eyes a little too far apart. I’m young so
my jaw is still rounded. My eyes aren’t full of tears, and I don’t feel very
sad. When she dies, I can’t feel her go. I don’t feel free or different. I’m
the same person I was with, and now without, her.
One time when I was younger, I woke up in the night to my
grandmother trying to cut my hair. She thought it would free me, guarantee me a life unburdened with mental disorders. I panicked, kicked her
away because cutting my hair meant losing all of my strength. It meant
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that I lost. The cold metal of the scissors is a shock when I slip my fingers
through. It’s not about power or fear. It’s about taking back what was
taken from me. It’s about breathing on my own. The first cut happens so
quickly I almost miss it. It’s like the first breath after a long time under
water.
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In this gender-bending age we live in today, androgyny has become
one of the biggest talking points in fashion. The Meanings of Dress
states, “While some people refer to dress either as masculine or
feminne, others wish to eliminate differences and blend them. The
blending together of two primary genders - male and female - is
known as androgyny”(189).
In this body of work, I address non-binary identities: individuals
who don’t necessarily fit into traditional gender boxes of “man” and
“woman.”
This project relates to my own identity as being androgynous, a
person who is able to seamlessly fluctuate between masculine and
feminine without being constrained by either. This advantage
allows me to be able to step from behind the camera and become
the subject. It also allows me to identify with others who acquire
the same ability as me.
I intend for the work to evoke emotion and push the envelopes of
gender and style by incorporating sensuality and sophistication;
showing men being more expressive and women more enigmatic. I
strive to produce work that inspires others to clothe their
personality rather than seeking society’s approval or following the
fixed form given based on gender.
Sydney Van Leigh
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Sanessa for Van Leigh
Sydney Van Leigh
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Kendra for Van Leigh
Sydney Van Leigh
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Rambo for Van Leigh
Sydney Van Leigh
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Sydney for Van Leigh

Sydney Van Leigh
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C. Marascalco for Van Leigh
Sydney Van Leigh
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David for Van Leigh
Sydney Van Leigh
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Fruitless Endeavor

Katelyn Provine
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Armachillo

Katelyn Provine
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Arachnophillia
Katelyn Provine
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Animal Graphite Sculptures
Conner Booth
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Cliff Kingdom

Charles Boyd
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Immersed in Light Stains
Charles Boyd
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Back
Madison Rice
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Neck

Madison Rice
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Torso

Madison Rice
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Acrophobia 01
Amy Farrar
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Parsley and Cilantro
Morgan Hydrick
When I came home, I noticed you’d left
garlic scattered by the stove,
olive oil uncapped by the window,
limes in the sink.
And I immediately knew
you’d forgotten the thyme.
The wrong knife lay on the counter—
jagged onion covered the cutting board,
a thin layer of cumin on the linoleum floor.
I cleaned up after you
not out of love for your skilled hands
or kindness, now foreign to us,
but out of indignant anger.
And I thought maybe if you stopped
trying to fix everything,
you would learn spices are nothing without salt,
a tablespoon of chili flake might kill you,
but a teaspoon will add dull heat—
and parsley is different from cilantro.
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New Maroon

Thaerin Generette
New Maroon with a desire for knowledge
Took me up under its wing introduced me to the college
Better yet… I’m familiar, but I’m nowhere near adjusted,
PDW but you know that the school is still public.
Wide eyed and I’m hopeful for the future,
Still carrying these wounds, maybe I can find a suture
Catch me whippin, dippin, divin all through this damn culture
Let me find a pretty girl, maybe I can go and hold her…
Forget that bigger fish I have to cook
Not to mention that it’s Friday and I still ain’t got my books
What you mean?
I’m just saying.
So, it seems.
I’m just praying, steady slaying
Check my highlights
Run it Back
Press Record, No rewards for this progress
Let me cut back like a sword
There’s a horde of these thoughts, relay racing through my mind
Still dreaming ‘bout Ms. Davis, wishing we could intertwine.
That’s the thing, if I see it in my dreams then I’ll think about it
Major is Psychology, someone I need to see about it, crowded
In a room, full of tired-ass freshmen,
In a subject that I know I’m not the best in
South zone but my class up on the west end
Plus, I’m beefin with my homie over girls, steady petty and irregular,
living better than hecklers
Subject material…. Very secular
And I’m struggling with crippling depression
This rejection and the loneliness, “man I need a session,”
Not the one to partake in the Xannies and the Shrooms
Let me please take a little hit so I can melt into the room
See I’m dazed and confused about this life,
readjusting and adjusting and its steady strife
Open mic night, so let me showcase my talents
Find a balance, in my atmosphere
Man, I can’t find it, stand behind it...
Cuz I needed air
Still find myself looking for something that’s never there.
__________________________________________________
Thaerin read this original spoken-word poem at our Open Mic Night event in November 2016.
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Dead Ladybugs
Katie Anderton
Piles of dead ladybugs were scattered around the floor, their
rounded shells gliding easily over the hardwood. Bodies gathered in
corners, with some live ones still flitting around on walls and windows,
making contemplative progress toward the edge of a desk. Her house was
overrun. She swirled the corpses around with the end of a pencil as she
knelt by the back door. Summer heat blazed through the open doorway
from her back yard, and late afternoon sun stained the floor orange. A
stray ladybug buzzed inside from out, landing on her knee. She crushed
it with a flat palm, thinking of how people love these insects in particular
simply because they have polka dots. Even though all they’re good for is
shriveling up and dying when it gets too hot.
Outside, other insects, still very much alive, screeched at each
other. She almost forgot to hear them, with her focus intent on the
swirling eraser of her pencil and the beginnings of a sunburn forming
on the tops of her thighs. But when she fixed her ear, the sounds from
outdoors built up like a teasing cymbal in a jazz song until they made the
idea of silence impossible. They would never stop their noise, no matter
how many ladybugs lay dead just on the other side of the door. The
crickets and bees and horseflies had their own lives to worry about until a
week or so passed by and took them with it.
Her eyes rose from their spot on the floor. A wash of pre-sunset
filled her vision, and she squeezed it away. The sun hung low. She stared
at the spot where it used to be, trying to count the hours with the length
of her thumb.
Knees clicked and muscles stretched uncomfortably as she stood.
Three steps toward the kitchen. Her foot sloshed through a puddle of
cold coffee, and the shock of it almost made her jerk herself back. But the
memory quickly registered as she looked down at the spill enveloping
her foot. Again, she heard the clatter of her mug, filled with a scalding
hazelnut blend, striking the ground. Her toes stung where they had been
singed. She had expected the mug would be broken, but it lay intact and
overturned in the middle of a stagnant pool. Something to come back
to later. She stepped past the developing stain, leaving behind a coffee
footprint for every step she took toward the kitchen.
Sticky notes were clinging to various kitchen surfaces. On the
refrigerator: “Clear out,” “NO BEER.” On cabinets: “Call Mom – Clare’s
classes/grades,” “Buy big tape,” “Popcorn.” On the wall by the door
leading outside, where she’d be sure to see it every day before heading
out: “Clare moving – Saturday – 10:00.”
She took down each small reminder, crumpled them all into one
neon yellow ball in her fist. She clenched the fist tighter. Tighter. White
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knuckles.
Gasping, she opened her hand, and the wad of notes expanded
slightly as the pressure was taken away, as if it was taking a breath after
being strangled. She cradled the pitiful thing like an injured bird. As she
held it close, her chest began to shake again. Where her eyes had finally
gone dry, the tears started up. They followed old paths down to her chin.
Her nose burned. Her throat closed. The ball of post-its blurred into a
vague yellow spot in her vision. She clung to it; the pile of voices in the
back of her head she had crushed the life out of. The fuzzy idea of things
she had been meant to remember. She bit back sobs as she ripped herself
from it to drop them in the trash.
She made to collapse on the kitchen floor next to her coffee
stain, but stopped herself to look at the digital clock above the stove.
The time she read brought her back to her feet, however unsteady they
were. Massaging her eyes into silence, she reached for her phone. It
was a full five minutes of refusing to look at the screen before she could
manage to dial her mother. A dreading thumb pressed down on the glass
while ladybugs, either in the air or on their backs, skimmed the edges of
existence around her. Breath shook in her lungs. The call tone sounded
only once before it clicked into desperate, expectant silence. She waited
for a greeting that didn’t come, and finally had to force words from her
own throat.
“Hi… Hey, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to…” Bitter sobs on the other
end of the call took all of her words away. There was no way to finish.
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On Falling Apart
Katelyn Vance

There are lots of ways to fall apart:
With your head in-between your knees
Crying so hard your nose starts bleeding
Messy streams of vermillion
Into too-clean porcelain sinks
At three in the morning while your roommate
Makes friends with Aristocrats that come in clear bottles.
Or crying in Cal II class
While the teacher dictates numbers that swirl around themselves
Derivatives hurt your head
And you’re scared of the letter C.
Nothing feels good anymore
Although you think math never did.
With your fingernails digging into your palms
As your friends slip you out of their lives
As easily as you slip out of the swing in your old backyard.
Now you eat lunch in the instrument room
Gummy bears and peanut butter sandwiches,
Alone in the dim light.
When you curl up on the band hall steps,
Hair still wet enough to give you hope
For pneumonia in the January chill.
Your eyes feel like vehicles for salt water
And you can still taste his mouth
Although you wish he didn’t have one.
Finally, sitting on your mom’s pretty, white quilt
Stuffed with goose feathers
Plucked from now flightless birds
With your Dad’s pistol in your tear-slicked fingers.
You search the corners of your body for hope,
And can’t find it.
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A Little Titanic
Katie Carr

How can a material sphere in a corner of a room
exemplify an entire planet?
Are there tiny whales in your grey-blue seas?
If there are,
would these mammals tell you territories had shifted -that the Soviet Union is broken,
and the Middle East is ever-changing and ever-crying?
Can you hear hypothetical cries?
Can an earth hear real cries?
Is a globe the spawn of the earth -caviar dotted in educated places?
Is my house a solar system
and the United States a Milky Way?
If I hold you by your South Pacific,
do tsunamis reach Chile and New Zealand ?
Do the grooves in my fingertips leave my identity on the ocean floor?
Are your ocean floors the last thing that hold the imprints of my grandfather
long after his metallic hands returned to carbon for your mother’s soil?
Did his fingertips trace the terrains of Europe for my grandmother
to plan honeymoons in Paris and Berlin?
If I stack you on a pile of books,
will you learn Philosophy, Astronomy, and German,
or do you already hold an allusion of these things
because you were painted by hands that knew them?
Will you be my little Nietzsche?
Will you tell me how small I am
and how millions of people die every day
without thinking of me
who is all I think about?
Or will you spread out your oceans for me –
a lover’s sheets to my imagination –
and invite me to forget with your fish
and get drunk on your hot salt?
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Puzzle Pieces
Joy Cariño

In a puzzle pieces map,
there are two features to note:
the sea or the land, swaying or staying.
Wrapped around equatorial bands,
layers and lines arch and crevasse
around spheres within spheres.
The seas are deep blue and changing,
fluid motion filling space,
chasing sands, shells and shifting.
The lands are smaller, with privilege of color.
graced with angles, mountains and thunder,
picks and pockets where bits of sea leaked
and diverging deltas where deities meet.
But life asks for too much.
The asphalt earth beneath is pounding,
sounding out the roundness
of a sphere within spheres,
harmonics of cicada ticks, beats of the firefly,
pipes that pull, smoke that rises.
On an oil slick earth,
there are two features to note:
A waste-filled sea and lands of debris
piled like puzzle pieces.
Concrete and gas grow and amass
around spheres within spheres.
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Down, in Love, Apart
Max Mosley

I.
The executive’s assistant tugged at the edges of the skirt and
smoothed out the crinkles over the thighs. “What do you think, sir?”
The executive turned from the open window of his sixth-floor office,
where he had admired the nascent orange of the trees outside and
enjoyed the lukewarm breeze of early autumn. He now faced a plus-size
mannequin, one dressed in the latest addition to their spring collection—a spearmint green skirt with white polka dots and a white band
around the midsection, coupled with a pair of sandals and a small white
jacket. He eyed the fiberglass woman up and down, noting the way the
skirt comfortably hugged her round curves and stopped just below her
knees.
“Perfect,” the executive decided. The soft pastel colors would
complement the other pieces in their lineup nicely. “Take this down to
Marketing and have them call in a model.”
The assistant nodded and bent down to pick up the mannequin.
Thinner mannequins, like the ones the assistant used to handle at department stores, could be carried horizontally with one arm around the
waist. The plus-size mannequins at this design firm required two hands,
though the assistant sometimes struggled to find a good hold on them.
He grabbed this mannequin around her upper thighs and lifted with his
knees, allowing the mannequin to fall forward a little to catch her chest
area with his right hand.
Except his right hand missed this time—as it sometimes did—and
the assistant stumbled. He took a few steps forward, then a few steps
back, trying to balance the mannequin’s weight against his own, but in
his effort her shoulder hit the windowsill and gravity ripped the weight
from his arms. In an instant the display model slipped out the window,
and seconds later, she shattered on the sidewalk below.
The assistant cupped his mouth. “I’m so sorry, sir,” he said, voice
muffled.
The executive placed his hands on the windowsill and leaned out,
scowling. “Clean that up,” he said. “Now.”
***
The woman who was new to the advertising agency flipped open
the yellow folder the intern had delivered and glanced at the spread of
glossy prints from the photographers one floor below. Pleased, she left
her desk in front of the elevators and proceeded down a narrow path between painted cubicles so colorful that the whole office looked like a box
of crayons.
For a workplace that appeared so fun, working there was anything but.
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She rounded the corner and walked through her boss’s open
door. “I have the quarterly spreads for you, Mr.—oh my gosh!”
She dropped the folder and froze, and the prints scattered across
the floor. Her boss whirled around in his office chair and jumped to his
feet. “What?! What is it?”
“S-something—someone—just...just fell!”
“What?”
She inched closer to her boss’s window to get a peek at the
ground two stories below, but her boss grabbed her by the shoulders and
pulled her back. She couldn’t quite catch her breath.
“Look at me. Look at me. Hey! Listen.” Her boss looked her
straight in the eyes. “Let’s go back to your desk, okay? I’ll pick up the
pictures and you can calm down or whatever, okay? Let’s just go back to
your desk. I’ll check it out.”
Her boss showed her to her chair, gave her a fake smile and a
pat on the back, and told her to stay there and relax. Embarrassed, she
sat and stared at her blank computer screen while her boss returned to
his office, picked up the dropped photographs, and looked out the window, where he saw nothing except an overstuffed parking lot. No body,
no blood on the sidewalk, nothing. He didn’t know that the executive’s
assistant had already rushed downstairs and swept up the remains of the
mannequin, and so he shook his head, wondered what the woman saw,
and then went to review the spreads.
***
The woman who saw the mannequin fall tried checking her
email, and she tried playing FreeCell, but nothing could distract her from
the thought that someone had jumped from the window before she’d had
a chance to do so herself.
About an hour before closing, she went around to the three cubicles with windows along the same wall as her boss’s. She poked her head
in a bright blue cubicle and asked her coworker if he happened to see
anything odd out his window.
“No?” he said, looking almost disgusted. “What are you talking
about?”
She left him alone and asked the other two, but received similar
annoyed looks and can’t-you-see-I-have-work-to-do replies before she
returned to her desk, sat in her chair, and started tearing up.
II.
The woman who wanted to jump from the window had only
worked at the advertising agency for a couple of months.
Before that, she worked as the secretary for some commercial
property developers downtown, setting meetings and appointments and
depositing money when necessary. She spent some of her thirties and all
of her forties there, playing Minesweeper, then Solitaire, then FreeCell,
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casually eating Hershey’s Kisses out of a tiny glass bowl on her desk.
She was content there, but over the years the thin thirty-something brunette the developers had hired had metamorphosed into a pear-shaped
woman with a back problem and iron-gray hair she kept in a bun. Her
employers never once commented on her appearance—they weren’t
much to look at either—but she got the distinct feeling that they preferred
to have a younger, more attractive person as the face of their business,
not her.
Tired of feeling judged, she searched for a job elsewhere, and before long she found an opening for the secretary of an advertising agency
just a few blocks over. The pay was the same, but the agency offered
coupons from their major client, the design firm located four floors above
them. The firm designed clothes for plus-size women just like her, and so
she accepted the job and the coupons and left her old job for her new one.
While her workplace changed, little else did. She had been
friendly with her coworkers at the developers during the decade and a
half she worked there, but she would hardly call any of them friends. She
tried to socialize, but the relationships she forged there were as shallow
as a kiddy pool. Her lack of friendships helped her leave, but it was also
the source of much of her sadness.
She had hoped to correct this problem at the advertising agency.
To be a good advertiser, she thought, you had to have an understanding
of people—what they wanted, what they didn’t, and so on. The thought of
being around people-people excited her.
Except that the colorful cubicles might as well have been prison
cells. Her coworkers weren’t interested in making relationships, only selling more product—in this case, clothes. They only cared for the masses,
not the individuals.
And so the woman who changed jobs with the hope of making
friends found that there were no friends to be made at the advertising
agency. Every day she woke up, went to work, went back home, caught up
on her television shows, and went to sleep to start the process over again.
Greeting clients as they exited the elevators was the greatest extent of her
friendly interactions, and even those weren’t that friendly. She would put
on a fake smile, and so would they, and she would guide them to either
her boss’s office or the conference room, depending on the reason for
their visit.
This was her life now. She was unhappy.
III.
The woman who lived alone, worked alone, and was afraid she
would die alone, slung her purse over her shoulder at the end of the day
and made her way to the elevators along with a flood of her coworkers.
She forced her way into a cramped corner, and as the brass doors closed
and the elevator descended, she wondered if anyone else in the elevator
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was like her, like the woman who fell past her boss’s window, so desperately miserable in their life that death seemed like a feasible option.
Once the elevator opened, the flood spilled out into the lobby and
out into the parking lot. She walked along the sidewalk where the woman
should have landed, but she saw nothing. No sign that a woman had gone
splat against the pavement, that her brains and heart had been dashed
upon the concrete. She looked up the face of the building, to her boss’s
window, then above that, wondering from which window this woman—if
she existed and now existed no more—had jumped.
The thought of it all still unnerved her.
When she had resolved herself to go to her car, go to her one
bedroom apartment, and fill her mind with game shows and her body
with snack food, she saw something in the bushes—just a brief glimpse
of a color that didn’t match. She stepped closer to the shrubbery that was
turning brown as autumn set in, and there she saw it: a sandal.
The jumper’s sandal.
She caught her breath and struggled to breathe. Her purse slid
from her shoulder to the crook of her arm until it eventually hit the
ground. She started to sway, and took a step to catch her balance, but she
felt darkness closing in around her, and the last thing she saw was the
ground coming up to meet her.
***
The man who worked in an egg-yolk yellow cubicle was the
first thing she saw when she opened her eyes. “Hey there. Hey? Are you
okay?”
This man was older, much like her, with deep blue eyes and caramel hair that was in the midst of a transition to light gray. She smiled at
the sight of him, somewhat embarrassed because she had just fainted in
the parking lot, but she managed to nod to him.
“I’m fine,” she said. His hand held her back; he must’ve caught
her before she hit the ground. “What happened?”
“I was about to ask you the same thing,” he said. “I saw you
standing there and then you fell.”
“That...happens sometimes.” It was a lie, but how was she going
to tell him that she was overwhelmed from witnessing someone do the
very thing she had fantasized about doing herself?
He helped her to her feet and said, “Here, let me take you home.
You’re in no condition to drive.”
She hesitated before she smiled at the gesture and accepted his
offer. They walked to his car, silver and unimpressive, and soon they left
the parking lot and headed toward her apartment. For a time they spoke
casually about the office—the agency was gearing up for the release of the
catalog for next spring, and pages, captions, photos, designs, and prices
were all being finalized.
At a break in the conversation, she said, “Thank you again. You
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didn’t have to do this.” She added, after a beat, “No one else would have.”
“It’s no problem, really,” he insisted. There was another lull after
this, and neither really knew what to say. He broke the silence when he
said, “I like your outfit. 2013 Fall collection?”
She blushed a little. “Yes, actually. You’re the first person to recognize it.”
“I noticed the Fall 2011 you were wearing a few weeks ago, too.”
He blushed, too. “You wore it nicely.”
She told him which turns to take, and before long they were
parked in front of her apartment. She thanked him once more for the
ride, and then said, “Would you like to come in for a minute? I made a
cake yesterday.” She did. It had been her sister’s birthday, though her
sister lived several states away and they hadn’t spoken in years. She celebrated the occasion alone.
His mouth seemed to struggle with words. “Aww, well, thanks,
but I’m afraid I can’t tonight. I need to be heading home.”
“Oh,” she said. “How about lunch tomorrow? My treat? As a
thank you for the ride.”
She thought he smiled a little, but his lips wavered, and he said, 		
“I don’t think tomorrow will work for me. Maybe some other time?”
So no. “Okay. I’ll see you tomorrow.”
She stepped out of his car, closed the door behind her, and waved
goodbye as he pulled out of his spot and drove away down the row of other apartments. She sighed a sigh that seemed to deflate her entire being
before she walked up the steps to her door, wondering how she was going
to get back to work the next day.
IV.
The man who drove the woman home hadn’t found a way to tell
her that he secretly admired her.
He had worked for the advertising agency for close to twenty
years now, working day in and day out in his cubicle, restricted to communicating mainly by email or the occasional phone call. He specialized
in layout designs for posters, catalogs, and other advertisements for their
clients. He felt isolated in his cubicle, as if the agency held him prisoner until he worked his way to freedom at the day’s end. But he liked his
work, and he kept himself busy, and at the end of the day he was able to
escape to his home in the suburbs where he filled his evenings with game
shows and the nightly news before heading to bed and starting the whole
process over again.
He was in his later fifties, almost close to retirement, and he held
only two regrets in his life:
That he didn’t propose to his high school girlfriend when he had
a chance, and
That he hadn’t completely moved on from her after over thirty
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years.

He and his high school sweetheart had dated for three years,
and oh how madly he had loved her. But he was too nervous to propose,
too shy to take their relationship beyond dating. And when his girlfriend
realized that their relationship was going nowhere, she left him.
He saw her some years later, after he had returned from the university,
and found her married with a child and another on the way. He congratulated her on her blessings, and she kindly accepted them. The next week
he moved after accepting his first job selling ad spaces for a newspaper
four cities over, and that was the last he ever saw of her.
He was never able to forget her, though he had fancied some
other women over the years. He spent days staring at the models in the
photographs for the agency, and a few times he had considered peeking
at their contact information and calling them up and telling them how he
appreciated their work and how he would love to meet them for dinner.
But he never worked up the courage to follow through with his idea, for
fear of being rejected or called a pervert.
But I’m not like that, he would say. I just thought you looked
pretty in that dress.
He would only waste his time defending himself, and each model
would hang up in the end, disgusted. He just knew it.
Sometimes he wondered about the women who would buy the
nice clothes he worked so hard to market. For a long time he wished
he could meet one of those women, and it wasn’t until the woman who
wanted to jump from the window started working for the agency that he
finally did.
He had admired her look from the start. She wasn’t afraid to
wear the design firm’s styles, unlike the few other women in the office,
who felt it would be gauche to wear the same clothes they were responsible for selling. But not her. He appreciated her bravery. He longed to
know her better.
And so as he walked outside that day after work, he saw her
there, transfixed on something in the bushes, until she seemed to sway
with the breeze and fall. He tried to jump to her aid, to land on his knees
beside her in time to catch her in his arms, but his knees weren’t what
they used to be, and he only managed to scoop her into his arms after she
had already hit the ground.
This was the closest he had been to a woman since high school,
and he savored the moment until she came to.
He offered to drive her home—the boldest move he had made in
his life since leaving his comfy job at the newspaper for this upstart advertising agency—and he tried his best to keep up a nice, natural conversation. He thought it was going well, until she invited him inside for cake.
He panicked.
He failed to come up with a convincing excuse other than that he
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was “heading home” (to no one). Inside he chided himself for his stupidity, for rejecting the one he so desperately wanted, and then when she
asked him to go to lunch, he panicked again and flubbed another lie.
He got nervous, and he blew his chance. Again.
And so he drove away, leaving the woman of his dreams alone
at her apartment, and he was too wrapped up in his self-frustration to
realize she didn’t have a car to get back to work the next day.
V.
The woman who had to ride the bus to work decided that today
was the day she would jump from the window.
The ride from her apartment complex to the bus stop one block
from the agency had done nothing to improve her mood on her last trip
to work.
The other riders on the bus smelled, and gave her weird
stares with their weird eyes, and they sat too close for her comfort. The
seats were hard and cracked, and dirty foam poked out from within. She
imagined herself appearing the same, lying on the sidewalk, blood spilling from her flesh that had burst at the seams. The scene wouldn’t be too
gruesome or graphic, but poetic, in a way. It would be an act of solidarity
with the jumper from the day before.
By the time she exited the elevator and walked to her desk, she
was almost an hour late. Her boss came around the corner to meet her,
but he seemed more flustered than he did any other morning.
“Hey, how are you feeling?” he asked, almost sincere.
“Better,” she lied. “I apo—”
“That’s great,” he interrupted. “Hey, a few emails from the photographers came in. I need you to update my schedule ASAP, okay?” She
got the feeling that not having an updated schedule had been stressing
him out for the past hour, even though he could have easily done the task
himself.
“Yes, sir, I’ll get right on it.”
Four clicks and five minutes later, she found herself without
anything else to do except play one last game of FreeCell, which she did
almost happily for a few minutes until the man who had driven her home
walked up to her desk, clearly nervous.
“Hi,” he said, awkward. “I just...I just wanted to say sorry about
last night.”
“About what?” Leaving me without a ride in the morning? She
wasn’t bitter enough to say that, though.
“I meant about declining your offers,” he said. “That wasn’t very
polite of me...”
“Don’t worry,” she said, only half-sincere. “I understand.”
He gulped. “You just seemed unhappy when I dropped you off...”
His voice trailed off again, and then his eyes grew wide. “And I left you
without a car!”
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She almost laughed that it took him until the following morning
to realize this, but the whole bus incident was still fresh on her mind and
she found it difficult to smile. “I rode the bus. It was okay.”
She could see in his eyes how guilty he felt. “Well...I’m sorry
about that, too.” And then he shuffled back in the direction of his cubicle,
shrugging as if a heavy burden were placed upon his shoulders.
A few minutes later she finished her FreeCell game and smiled
back at the pixel king one last time. She checked her email, found nothing
new, and then grabbed a stack of blank sheets of paper from her printer
tray. She straightened out the packet with a few thuds and then walked
toward the cubicles with windows, pretending she had business being
back there.
The employees who occupied the three cubicles with windows
were all present and working, and the door to her boss’s office was shut,
meaning he was not to be disturbed. She frowned, her plan foiled, and
returned to her desk, put the papers back in the printer, and considered
her backup plan: the roof.
She took the stairs to the roof rather than the elevator, as the
elevator would take her to the workshops on the sixth floor, where the
designers created the clothes the agency would market. Someone would
probably ask her what she was doing up there, and that would be awkward. At least on the stairs no one was likely to stop her.
Five flights of stairs later she came to the door that led to the
roof. She turned the lock and twisted the knob, and the door swung open
with surprising ease. The sun felt warm on her skin, though the breeze
today was a little cooler than it had been the day before.
The ledge surrounding the roof’s perimeter was short enough
that even she could step up on it. The building’s height took her aback,
but she made sure not to lose her balance. Not until she was ready.
As she stood with her arms out to keep her balance, footsteps
cautiously approached behind her. “What are you doing?” the man who
had apologized for rejecting her asked.
She craned her neck to see him, not stepping down. “What are
you doing?”
He rubbed at his eyes, red and wet. “I was coming up here to...
think,” he decided. “I had some thinking to do.”
She looked down below. “Me, too.”
An uneasy silence passed between them, and he said, “You don’t
have to jump.”
“And why is that?”
“There’s no reason to give up.”
She shut her eyes hard and balled her hands into tight fists, her
knuckles white. “There’s no reason to try again, either.”
He stepped closer, and she imagined that he probably had his
hand out toward her, to pull her away from the ledge. “Sure there is,” he
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said, though he didn’t sound so certain of that.
“Like what?” She held her foot out over the edge and felt the lack
of solid ground beneath her. All she needed to do was lean forward and
keep her eyes shut, and she would fall, just as the woman had the day
before, and all would be over.
Just one step.
“Me,” he said. “Let me be your reason. Please. I’ve been waiting
so long to talk to you, and I was so nervous last night. I didn’t mean to
say no. I didn’t want to say no. I was just scared.”
She was silent. She could try again, just one more time. What
harm would there be in that? She could always jump later. But still she
stood there, in limbo.
Just one step.
“Please,” he begged. “We can have lunch.”
One step could take her away from this world and its sadness and
unite her with the woman from yesterday. That woman could never reject
her. There would be no more loneliness.
But one step could take her back to her life and toward the man
who had professed his admiration for her. She could find happiness with
him, where she would only find void with the woman. Trying could be
successful this time.
“Please. Do it for me.”
Just one step.
But was it really worth it all over again?
She opened her eyes, wet as she fought back tears. Her decision
had been made.
She took her step.
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The Sacrifice of the Paschal Lamb
Emily Damm

“We now know that a toddler playing in a bat-infested tree in the Guinean village of Meliandou may have sent Ebola spinning across West Africa in 2014, and that a 5-year-old, Édgar
Hernández of La Gloria, Mexico, a pig-farming town, was probably the world’s first case
of swine flu in 2009. Should they all be publicly named and vilified like Mary Mallon, the
Irish cook who became known as Typhoid Mary and died after 23 years quarantined on an
island in the East River in New York? Or like Dr. Craig Spencer, who caught Ebola through
medical heroism in Africa, infected no one and yet was accused of endangering all New
York? Or like Kaci Hickox, the “Ebola nurse” quarantined in New Jersey though she didn’t
even have Ebola?”
- The Ethics of Hunting Down Patient Zero, Donald G. McNeil, Jr.

Seclusion is my biggest crime.
A bat can pierce human skin
And fly from the puncture unnoticed, not I.
I climbed the tree for silence,
Yet caused the world to cry out.
Survival is my biggest crime.
The pig may represent fortune and virility,
But will still be probed for experimentation
I survived the slaughter
And now warn of the seven deadly plagues.
Loneliness is my biggest crime.
Like the grim reaper, I just wanted company.
I gave the expiration date to families and children,
Wreaking havoc, I cooked for you as you feasted.
Locked away, I finally withered. Alone.
Valor is my biggest crime.
Just as Adam was offered the apple
And then watched, with a bite, his world crumble to ruin,
I threatened the world with a dirty game.
My hands were clean; you were all spared.
Innocence is my biggest crime.
Just as a playground bully names the weakest
And then watches as everyone taunts,
I was tagged “it” and locked away.
Science and law formed the key to unleash me.
A carrier never receives a fair trial,
But still receives a death sentence.
The penalty for being first calls
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For stoning by frightened peers.
Survival can only last so long.
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Leaving You
Katelyn Vance

I fell from your left forearm
In the sticky middle of July
The orange sun staring hardly at us
While you cried over spilled blackberries
That punctuated the yellow grass around my feet.
I left your pink-tipped middle finger
On a frozen December night
While the chilled air climbed through your lungs
And halted your strained “fuck you” from reaching me.
I left you still crying in the emergency room parking lot.
I leapt out of your third right rib
On the vacant February morning
When you stopped warning me about noxious cigarette fumes
Crawling down my razed throat and performing a coupe on my body
And instead offered empty glances only to the television.
I escaped from your beautiful, swollen mouth
In March of last year
When you stuffed all your records in a cardboard box
Your arms and legs no longer swaying to the rhythm of my voice
But your bottom lip still trembled.
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